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José Serebrier, who is one of the most
frequently recorded conductors, estab-
lished himself as a significant composer
as far back as the 1950s. The Sym-
phony No. 3, “Symphonie Mystique,” was
released on a Naxos DVD in 2008, per-
formed live at Chester Cathedral in the
UK by the National Youth Orchestra of
Spain conducted by the composer. The
3rd Symphony, originally recorded on
CD for Naxos by the Toulouse Cham-
ber Orchestra, received three
GRAMMY® nominations, including a
nomination for the “Best New Compo-
sition of 2004”. BIS Records and the
American Composers Orchestra co-com-
missioned a piano concerto in 2018,
“Symphonic  B A C H Variations”
recorded by Alexandre Kantorow on
BIS. Previous recordings of Serebrier”s
music include a CD released by both
Naxos and Reference Recordings with
the London Philharmonic, featuring
Symphony No. 2 and other major
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works.
       Serebrier was born in 1938 in Montevideo, Uruguay of Russian and Polish
parents. At the age of nine he began to study violin, and at age eleven made his
conducting debut. While in high school he organized and conducted the first
youth orchestra in Uruguay, which toured and gave more than one hundred con-
certs over four years. Upon graduating from the Municipal School of Music in
Montevideo in violin, solfege, theory, and Latin American folklore at age fifteen,
opportunities for conducting Uruguay”s only major orchestra were not forthcom-
ing. That year, the annual composition contest by the National Symphony Or-
chestra was announced very late, only two weeks before the deadline. The young
musician, thinking that if he won he might be permitted to conduct his work,
entered the contest with a hastily written Legend of Faust overture. The 18-minute
work was written in the last four days and nights, and the last page composed on
a taxi ride while rushing to meet the deadline. Serebrier won the contest. But the
composer being fifteen, his work was assigned to a guest conductor, Eleazar de
Carvalho, at that time the most prominent Latin American conductor. Today,
Serebrier conducts most of the major orchestras around the world, and has be-
come the most recorded conductor of his generation, perhaps in history, with well
over three hundred releases and multiple international awards. His published
compositions, many of them written at an early age, also number over one hun-
dred.Early in his career, Serebrier was the recipient of many of music”s most cov-
eted honors. In 1956 and 1957 he received a United States State Department
Fellowship to study composition at the Curtis Institute of Music with Bohuslav
Martinu and Vittorio Giannini, and with Aaron Copland at Tanglewood. In 1956
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he was awarded a Koussevitzky Foundation Award at Tanglewood and in the
same year a BMI Young Composers Award for his First Symphony and Quartet
for Saxophones. The State Department Fellowship was followed by two consec-
utive Guggenheim Fellowships in 1957 and 1958. At nineteen, he remains the
youngest ever to obtain these awards in any field. Serebrier has also been honored
with two Dorati Fellowships at the University of Minnesota where he received
his MA in 1960 (he graduated from the Curtis Institute in 1958), a Pan American
Union Publication Award (for his Elegy for Strings), and the Ford Foundation
American Conductors Competition Award, won together with James Levine.
Many other prizes followed: a Rockefeller Foundation award to be Composer-
in-Residence of the Cleveland Orchestra, at the invitation of George Szell during
the season 1968/69 and again 1969/70; a Harvard Musical Association Com-
mission Award (for Fantasia for string quartet); a National Endowment for the
Arts Commission (for a ballet, Orpheus x Light for the Joffrey Ballet, based on
the Concerto for Harp and Orchestra, Colores Mágicos); a Grammy nomination for
his recording of the Fourth Symphony by Charles Ives with the London Phil-
harmonic Orchestra; the U.K. Music Retailers Association award for best orches-
tral recording (for the Mendelssohn symphonies, with the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra); the Deutsche Schallplatten Award for best orchestral recording (for
the first of three CD”s of Shostakovich”s Film Suites, with the Belgian Radio
Orchestra), Audiphile Magazine”s award for Best Orchestral Recording for his
rendition of Scheherazade with the London Philharmonic, and many others.
       Serebrier was 22 years old when Leopold Stokowski named him Associate
Conductor of the newly formed American Symphony Orchestra in New York, a
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post he held for five years. Previously, Serebrier was the Minnesota Orchestra”s
Apprentice Conductor, with Antal Dorati, for two seasons. Serebrier made his
New York conducting debut with the American Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie
Hall in 1965 with wide critical acclaim. Running like a theme through the reviews
was an awareness of his intense, dynamic approach to music and his superb con-
trol of the orchestra. Serebrier”s association with Stokowski goes back to 1957,
when the two came together through a dramatic turn of events. It was in that
year while conducting the Houston Symphony, that the maestro planned to pre-
miere the difficult Symphony No. 4 by Ives. But the music still proved too difficult
and complex for the orchestra, and Stokowski began to search for a new and in-
teresting work that he could premiere instead, as a last minute replacement for
the Ives Fourth. He found and chose Serebrier”s Symphony No. 1, written by the
then 17-year-old student at the Curtis Institute of Music, who had recently ar-
rived in the United States. The occasion of the concert was their first meeting.
Eight years later the “unplayable” Ives Fourth Symphony finally had its premiere
with Stokowski conducting the American Symphony at Carnegie Hall. Standing
on another podium next to Stokowski, one of the three conductors necessary for
the rhythmic complexities of the work, was José Serebrier. A few years later Sere-
brier would perform and record the symphony with the London Philharmonic
Orchestra on his own, without the assistance of other conductors. His RCA
recording is considered a landmark. High Fidelity called it “one of the best record-
ings ever made.” It won a Grammy nomination and it received numerous awards
around the world. That historic recording remains available.
       Leopold Stokowski conducted the first New York performance of
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Serebrier”s Elegy for Strings in 1962 at Carnegie Hall, and in 1963 Stokowski
opened the American Symphony Orchestra season at Carnegie Hall with the
premiere of the composer”s Poema Elegiaco (originally entitled “Funeral March”,
the second movement of Partita) The Louisville Orchestra recorded
Serebrier”s Partita. In his review, Alfred Frankenstein writing for High Fidelity
Magazine, hailed Serebrier as “the logical successor to the crown of Villa-Lobos,
and the South American to watch.” For the 1968-69 and 69-70 seasons, George
Szell named José Serebrier Composer-in-Residence of the Cleveland Orchestra
under a special grant from the Rockefeller Foundation. While in that position,
he wrote a harp concerto entitled Colores Mágicos for the Inter American Music
Festival in Washington. It combined light and sound and it tempted Irving
Lowens to write: “Despite the use of such fashionable devices as tone-rows (the
composer says that the work is based on a row of 10 notes, and if he wants it that
way, so be it, even though I couldn”t perceive the serial organization with my ears),
tone-clusters, tone-clouds...Serebrier, a first-rate conductor, uses orchestral colors
in much the same way as a child uses finger-paints. He lays about him with a fine
fury, and achieves something of the stagey horror of a tale by Edgar Allan Poe.
Of the 15 new works I heard during the course of the festival, I”d rank Colores
Magicos as the very best...its advanced techniques don”t get on its way. Doubtless
it will be heard—and seen—again very often; it deserves to be.” Shortly after,
Serebrier wrote another multi-media work, Nueve, a concerto for double bass and
orchestra, commissioned for the double bass virtuoso Gary Karr. Serebrier and
Karr have performed this concerto around the world. Serebrier has also written
a concerto for accordion and orchestra (commissioned by the American Accor-
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such fashionable devices as tone-rows (the composer says that the work is
based on a row of 10 notes, and if he wants it that way, so be it, even though
I couldn’t perceive the serial organization with my ears), tone-clusters, tone-
clouds...Serebrier, a first-rate conductor, uses orchestral colors in much the
same way as a child uses finger-paints. He lays about him with a fine fury,
and achieves something of the stagey horror of a tale by Edgar Allan Poe. Of
the 15 new works I heard during the course of the festival, I’d rank Colores
Mágicos as the very best...its advanced techniques don’t get in its way.
Doubtless it will be heard—and seen—again very often; it deserves to be.”
Shortly after, Serebrier wrote another multi-media work, Nueve, a concerto
for double bass and orchestra, commissioned for the double bass virtuoso
Gary Karr. Serebrier and Karr have performed this concerto around the
world. Serebrier has also written a concerto for accordion and orchestra 
(commissioned by the American Accordionists Association), and concertos
for trombone, violin, piano and others. He has composed several works for
percussion ensembles. The Symphony for Percussion was recorded by Sir John
Elliott Gardiner. Serebrier’s Violin Concerto Winter was premiered at
Lincoln Center in New York in 1995 to wide critical acclaim, and has since
been performed in London (Philharmonia Orchestra), Madrid (National
Symphony), and many other cities around the world.
        —Based on articles by Oliver Daniel
       © By Broadcast Music Inc. (used by permission)
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SYMPHONY FOR PERCUSSION (1964)
During my years with Leopold Stokowski’s American Symphony Orchestra at
Carnegie Hall, five unforgettable seasons, some of the star musicians asked 
me to write new compositions for them.Paul Price was the ASO principal 
percussionist, and I wrote the Symphony for him and his Manhattan Percussion
Ensemble. Price performed it year after year, all over the city and at home in the
Manhattan School of Music. The first recording was conducted by Sir John Eliot
Gardiner on the transition technology between LP and CD: “Direct-to-Disc”.
This is the first recording on CD. The amazing group from Moscow performs it
entirely from memory, an outstanding feat. They can be seen on YouTube in a
Moscow performance.

PIANO SONATA (1957)
Composed as one of the requirements for graduation from the Curtis Institute
in Philadelphia in 1958, I was honored to have Rudolf Serkin premiere it. I may
have felt nostalgic for my home town of Montevideo, since I employed for the
first time Latin-sounding rhythms. Performed numerous times around the world,
this is the first recording.

The Music of José Serebrier



DANZA (from Flute Concerto with Tango) (2008)
Flute Concerto with Tango was commissioned by the BIS record label for Sharon
Bezaly, who performed it on tour in Australia and recorded it with the Australian
Chamber Orchestra, directed by Richard Tognetti and produced by Robert Suff.
The American premiere took place in October 2012 at Carnegie Hall, with the
American Composers Orchestra, Sharon Bezaly soloist.The fourth movement 
justifies the title of the work. Traditionally, tangos end with a strong dominant
chord followed by a brief, barely audible tonic chord. I take this idea further, leaving
my tango up in the air in the middle of a phrase, so that the listener can make his
own conclusion. The tango’s interlude of slow, lyrical passages gives way to the
final Allegro movement, Danza, when soloist and orchestra are off to the races. A
virtuoso Presto section ends the work with a flourish of pyrotechnics. The Danza
movement is often performed by itself, sometimes preceded by Tango Inconcluso.

CANDOMBE (2019)
In the the 17th and 18th centuries Africans sold as slaves took the candombe 
percussion patterns to Uruguay, Argentina, Brazil and even to Cuba where it 
developed different rhythms. It became adopted especially in Uruguay, later 
modifying into milonga, itself a predecessor of the tango. Candombe, milonga and
tango originated from the same African roots, but tango adopted its name and 
pulsation from Spain. Candombe still exists in Uruguay, especially during Carnival,
when amazing drummers parade with their collection of drums played with bare
hands. My own Candombe is just an homage to the genre, contrasting the broken
rhythm with melodic turns. It was written especially for the recording with the Málaga
Philharmonic Orchestra, including my three previous attempts at concert tangos.



TANGO IN BLUE (2001)
Tango in Blue was written during the long overnight flight from New York to
Montevideo, as an impromptu gift for the National Orchestra of Uruguay, 
OSSODRE, who had invited me to conduct their 75th anniversary concert. It
didn’t have a title, and we performed it as an encore. When I asked the public for
title suggestions, I was inundated with names, none of which seemed appropriate.
My favorite title was “BlueTango,” but I was reminded that there are at least two
pieces with that title. Then a friend suggested a compromise, which I liked best,
and “Tango in Blue” was born. The first four notes are a direct quote from the
final four notes of my “Partita” (Symphony No. 2), almost as if I was saying that
there’s where I left off and I am back. Written soon after my arrival in the United
States, “Partita” was one of the few compositions in which I used Latin American
rhythms and melodic turns. After writing experimental works during the sixties
and seventies, it was a challenge to go back to basics, and write a simple tune, a
sort of popular piece for concert use. I had fun composing “Tango in Blue,” and
thrilled to find it so successful. After Montevideo, it was played in Lima and later
on in Buenos Aires, and many other cities. At my publisher’s request, I wrote 
several versions, for violin and piano, trio, string quartet, string orchestra, voice
and piano, guitar, etc. My favorite version is for violin and piano, which reflects
the style of tango. My first violin teacher was a tango musician, and at age ten I
was playing in his tango orchestra, my first stage experience.



CASI UN TANGO (2002)
Casi un Tango (Almost a Tango) is an entirely different piece than Tango in Blue,
nostalgic and more “classical.” No longer having the 4/4 beat as a basis, it is a
much more rhapsodic piece, salon music in a simple a-b-a form. The relation to
the popular concept of tango is in the spirit and character of the music. While
Casi un Tango was conceived as a work for English Horn and strings it works 
perfectly well with other solo instruments. Alternate solo parts are provided for
flute, oboe, Bb clarinet, bassoon, French Horn, and Trumpet. For this recording
the solo was played on flute.

LAST TANGO BEFORE SUNRISE (2018)
As with my previous essays in this medium, Tango in Blue and Almost a Tango,
this new chapter intends to simulate the spirit of the tango, more for reflection
than for the dance floor. A quality of nostalgia is typical of most tangos. I wrote
Last Tango Before Sunrise at the request of publisher-critic-entrepreneur Martin
Anderson, who asked for a work memorializing the love of his life, Yodit, recently
deceased. I only met Yodit once for a brief moment at the Royal Albert Hall in 
London. Martin introduced her thus: “meet the mother of my son.”  Martin’s de-
votion merits the more than 100 compositions he has inspired to honor her memory.

SAMSON AND BUDDAH (2014)
Samson, our beloved eleven-year-old Maltese, a very special dog, had a pet of his
own, a stuffed blue hippo named Buddha. Samson played with it for hours, chased
it, slept with it: they were inseparable. The news of Samson’s death reached me while
on tour in Boston. In my hotel room, I wrote this piece in his memory, in which two
instruments follow each other closely and complete each other’s thoughts.



COLORES MÁGICOS (1971)
It was during my years as the Composer-in-Residence of the Cleveland Orchestra,
when George Szell was the conductor, that a member of the orchestra told me I
should meet an inventor in Cleveland, Stanley Elliott, who had produced a 
magical machine that transformed musical sounds into the most colorful images.
Having read so much about Scriabin and his interest in the combination of colors
and music, I visited Mr. Elliott and was fascinated by his invention. At the same
time I had a commission from Col. Samuel Rosenbaum to write a concerto for
his wife, the famous harpist of the Philadelphia Orchestra. He had already 
commissioned Ginastera, and mine was the second. This was a perfect opportunity,
since the sound of the harp seemed to produce the most wonderful images on
the Synchroma. Colores Mágicos was premiered in Washington, DC by Heidi
Lehwalder, using the Synchroma to project images on her and on a screen on the
stage. The orchestra was in the pit, while the soloist was the only person on stage.
Mr. Elliott asked Ms. Lehwalder to wear a white suit so he could project images
on her, from a second machine he invented, a slide projector that came alive when
the music started. The short concerto, about 12 minutes long, is a set of variations.
It has been done often as a ballet. Nancy Allen, currently the harpist of the New
York Philharmonic, played it extensively with the Joffrey Ballet all over the United
States for several seasons. The Joffrey Ballet was titled “Orpheus Times Light”.
Colores Mágicos was the featured work at the recent International Harp 
Convention in Seattle, organized by Heidi Lehwalder.

—Music Notes
Jose Serebrier, 1/2021



The Musicians

Gnessin Percussion Ensemble
founded by professor Dmitry Lukyanov at
the Gnessins Russian Academy of Music
in Moscow, consists of former students
from the academy’s percussion class. The
young percussionists took part in concerts
and master classes in Russia and abroad
with Keiko Abe, (professor Tokyo University),

Nebojsa Zivkovic, (professor Wiena Conservatory), Klaus Tresselt, professor
“HMDK” Stuttgart, and many others. The Ensemble performs in numerous fes-
tivals: “Other Space”, RNO Big Festival, “Brass Days”, always from memory as
can be seen on YouTube, which includes the Serebrier “Symphony for Percussion.”

Ilia Melikhov, director associate professor
at Gnessins Russian Academy of Music and associate
timpanist, principal percussion of RNO, the Russian National
Orchestra, Moscow, has performed  with  Rostropovich, 
Nagano, Dutoit,  Serebrier,  Zukerman at  BBC Proms in
London and Edinburgh, and other festivals. Melikhov has
recorded over 25 CDs with RNO including GRAMMY®
nominated Shostakovich  7th  symphony with Paavo Jarvi. He performed
with  LPO (Vladimir Jurowski),  SSO (Gerard Schwartz), Chinese National
Orchestra (Jose Serebrier), Keiko Abe, Evelin Glenny, Nebojsa Zivkovic and gave



master classes at San Francisco Conservatory, Nebraska University, IOWA 
University, Chapman University and Parma Conservatory.

Nadia Shpachenko won a GRAMMY® Award in the category
of Best Classical Compendium with her RR recording
The Poetry of Places. Her Woman at the New Piano CD on
RR received GRAMMY® Nominations in 3 categories.
Professor of music at Cal Poly Pomona University, the
Steinway Artist is featured in numerous collaborative
recordings alongside various colleagues. She has given
recitals in Carnegie Hall, Amsterdam’s Concertgebow,
L.A’s Disney Hall and with numerous orchestras in Europe
and the Americas. She has given the world premiere of
more than 70 works.

Nestor Torres was born in Puerto Rico. He studied
flute at NY’s Mannes School, New England Conservatory
in Boston and Jazz at Berklee College. His CD This Side of
Paradise won the Latin GRAMMY® in the Pop instrumental
category. His music has always been a Crossover fusion of
Latin, Classical, Jazz and Pop sounds. Torres has received
honorary doctorate degrees from Barry University and Carlos
Albizu University for his commitment to youth, education
and cultural exchanges. He has collaborated with diverse
artists such as Gloria Estefan, Herbie Hancock, Tito Puente,
Michael Camilo, Paquito D’ Rivera and Arturo Sandoval.



Sara Cutler, Principal Harp of the Orchestra
of St Luke’s, American Symphony Orchestra and New
York City Ballet Orchestra, has performed as soloist at
Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, and the Kennedy
Center in Washington, DC., and in recitals in Tokyo,
Tel Aviv, London, Paris, and New York. Among the
many conductors she has worked with are Bernstein,
Gergiev, Levine, Serebrier and Solti. Her recordings 
include the Dohnányi  Concertino for Harp, an all-
Debussy CD, a Christmas CD with soprano Jessye Nor-
man, and recent releases from Paul Simon and Bjork.

Gabriel Goñi-Dondi has been teaching and 
performing flute and piccolo recitals throughout the
Americas, Europe and Asia while simultaneously holding the
position of Principal Flute at the National Symphony 
Orchestra of Costa Rica and directing at this time the country’s
National Center for Music. An Emanuel Flute Artist, he is also
currently the President of the Ibermusicas organization.

Málaga Philharmonic Orchestra Apart from recording a
wide repertoire, hosts a Festival of Ancient Music and a Cycle of Contemporary 
Music dedicated to Spanish music of our time, and holds didactic activities to inspire
new audiences. The orchestra has toured Sweden, Greece, Slovakia, Czech Republic
and Germany. Maestro Serebrier has conducted three recordings with the orchestra.
Among their many soloists were  Alicia de Larrocha,  Plácido Domingo,  Alfredo



Kraus,Joaquín Achúcarro, Montserrat Caballé,
Leónidas Kavakos. Guest conductors have 
included  Jesús López Cobos,  Philippe 
Entremont, Juanjo Mena, José Serebrier, Rafael
Frühbeck de Burgos, Antoni Ros Marbá and
many others. 

Soprano Solène Le Van is a lyric coloratura
who was a soloist in the American premiere of Handel’s 1741
Dublin “Messiah”.She has been invited to perform with the Teatro
Nuovo Bel Canto Festival Orchestra, Young Musicians Foundation
Orchestra,   Hollywood Chamber Orchestra, and the Burbank
Philharmonic. A recent award recipient of the Metropolitan Opera
National Council Auditions, her recital engagements include con-
certs at Carnegie Hall, the Grimani Palazzo in Venice, the New National Theater at
the NNT Studio (Tokyo, Japan), the International Jazz Festival in Munster (France),
and the Vianden Festival (Luxembourg). Ms. Le Van has been recognized by the Cul-
tural Services of the French Embassy, the Association of International Educators, and
the Association of Public and Land-grant Universities for her contributions to the
promotion of French culture. Her debut album of mélodies by Hahn and world
premieres by Paladilhe will soon be released. A graduate of Princeton University in
music and literature, she received first class honors in voice and violin from the Royal
College of Music in London. She conducts research on turn-of-the-century vocal
recordings and is co-founder and faculty of the Jon Fredric West Vocal Academy.
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Last Tango Before Sunrise 
The Music of José Serebrier 

Symphony For Percussion - First Digital Recording

1  Adagio - Conga 5:15 2  Solo  1:46
3  Moto perpetuo e Cadenza  3:12

Piano Sonata - World Première Recording
4  Allegro molto vivace   4:43 

5  Andante 4:30
6  Moto Perpetuo: Presto   3:02

7  Danza  (from Flute Concerto with Tango) 5:04
8  Tango In Blue (Tango en Azul)  3:26

9  Candombe World Première Recording  4:12
10  Almost a Tango (Casi un Tango)  5:23

11  Last Tango Before Sunrise (Último Tango del Amanecer)  3:39
12  Samson and Buddah World Première Recording  5:30  

13  Colores Mágicos World Première Recording  13:03


